
THE ROLES AND SUBTEXT IN YOUR LIFE.
What role do you play in your daily life? What role do you want to play? In our brain, the
role of VP of Success Prevention is often in the spotlight. This part of your brain is also in
charge of Risk Management. It's trying to keep you safe and often blocks you from
getting things done, and ultimately from success. Growth happens outside of our
comfort zone. Can you find this voice in your head? What does it say?
 
THREE DIMENSIONS OF SUBTEXT
 Physical/Emotional/Rational. These three voices create inner-friction; pushing on the
accelerator and the brake at the same time, causing friction and energy drain. Get them
working together to create harmony and willpower. Here is a method to get you started
with this:
 
THE LOOK METHOD
Reclaim our will power by looking. Where are the areas that trouble you? Where are you
conflicted? These conflicts steal your energy because you're in inner conflict. For
example, pick a "guilty pleasure" food. Rate it on a scale of 1-10 physically, emotionally
and rationally. How does it make you feel physically, emotionally, and how do rationalize
it later? Do the same with a healthy food. See how the short/long terms brains combine.
 
CASTING OUR PARTS
Let's doing a casting session. Let's cast the "Why are you holding me back?" role. Ask
that voice will answer. Then talk to the part of yourself that wants success. Ask, "What
needs to happen to get success?"  Write a scene and let them talk. Let one voice present
all the problems and one present the solutions. How can we create success while being
aware of what will create failure?  Now let them fall in love. They are working together. 
 
YOUR ROLE
How do you see yourself in friction? What role did you cast yourself in as a child? How
have you continued to play that role? Can you rewrite that role? Most of the ways we
have learned to cope are not helpful as adults. It takes practice. Just like good subtext
creates a well developed character, good subtext in your mind will create results. Where
can you set up a new system? Simplify. Take your cast of characters wherever you go.
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